
 

Welcome to Year 3  

3 Carroll  

Mrs R Raja (Year Lead)  

3 McNaughton  

Ms M Akhtar  

3 Child  

Mrs Q Zardari 

 
 

 

Curriculum  

Writing, Reading, Maths, Science  

History – Stone Age to the Iron Age, Ancient Egyptians  

Geography – The UK and extreme weather  

RE, French, PE, RHE,   

Go to the website for a comprehensive overview of topics studied this year.  
 

 

Homework  

Homework will be given out on a Wednesday and is due in on the following Monday.  

Each week the children will have spellings, maths work and something else e.g. writing, grammar 

or topic work.  

If you want to do extra work with your child, focus on timetables and the national curriculum 

spellings. See the bottom of the next page for the Year 3-4 spelling list. You can also buy CGP 

books from Amazon for a few pounds.  

Projects may be set; the children will get extra time for these.  

Children who complete homework are more likely to make accelerated academic progress. 

Children will receive dojo points for homework.   
 



 

Rewards and sanctions  

Rewards – children receive dojo points for effort, helping, being kind to one another, homework 

and high quality class work. 20 dojo points = a prize!   

The children sit in groups. Table groups can win points for team work, working hard, having the 

tidiest table etc. The table with the most points at the end of the week will get 15 minutes of 

golden time.  

Sanctions – if your child is disruptive they will get 2 verbal warnings. If their behaviour does not 

change they will lose their break time. If the behaviour continues they will lose their lunch time. If 

this continues, SLT will be involved and your child will be put on a behaviour card.   

 

  

    

 

Stationery   

Why does your child need their own stationery?   

1)   It teaches them independence and how to look after   their   belongings   

2)   They are ready for learning and feel prep ared. If they need to ask   for pencils and glue  

they are distracted   and can feel anxious   

3)   Sharing a few school glues between 30 students uses up a lot of time and spoils the  

calm atmosphere of the class   

Your child needs             

   A   named ,   sensible   pencil case       

   Pencils   

   A 15cm ruler   

   A  rubber   

   Glue   

   Colouring pencils   

   A sharpener   

Your child does  not   need   

   A pencil case with distracting buttons and compartments   

   Gel pens and felt tips   

We understand that stationery can be expensive and the children get through pencils and  

glue quickly. We encou rage the children to look after what they  have   and discourage  

sharing.    

Ahmad   



 
  


